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ABSTRACT

We report here on a continuing experimental search for a macroscopic, composition-
dependent force coupling to ordinary matter. Within the phenomenological frame-
work commonly employed — a Yukawa representation of the interaction potential,
and composition specified as some linear combination of baryon and lepton numbers
— the Index III experiment sets the most stringent upper limits yet on the interac-
tion strength for coupling from B — 2L to B - L, and for an interaction range from
200 m to 10 km. It is also the first null result to conflict with the marginal detection
reported for the Index I experiment for all relevant values of the composition and
range parameters.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United Slates Government or any agency thereof.
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I. Introduction

In eary 1986, Fischbach et al." challenged the familiar interpretation of the

classic Eotvos experiment as a confirmation of the weak principle of equivalence.

They revealed in those data a suggestive case for a new fundamental force, and

thereby launched a number of experimental searches for a macroscopic, composition-

dependent force weaker than gravity. Initial reports on the progress of these exper-

iments began to trickle in during 1987. The interpretation of these early findings

posed several interesting issues that are more readily discussed by introducing the

simple phctiot!i<*iiol(>giral framework provided by a Yukawa representation of a two-

body potential expressed in terms of the Newtonian gravitational constant G 2)

where £ C\ Ci is the strength of the interaction relative to gravity, C is the compo-

sition charge per unit mass, and A is the range. Equation (1) leads directly to an

expression for the observable differential acceleration of two test bodies of different

composition toward a third "source" mass.

Aa (R, A) a { C. AC, Y (R, A) (2)

Here R specifies the position of the experiment relative to the source mass dis-

tribution and Y is the volume integral of the force per unit mass over the source.

Considering the entire earth as a source, the differential free-fall experiments of

Niebauer et al.3' and Kuroda et al.4' have provided important constraints on the

strength of such a force for A > 20 km.
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For A < 20 km, the torsion balance experiments provide our most sensitive

window on this search, and the discussion here centers on that work. These de-

vices arc sensitive only to torques about the vertical axis, or equivalently, to the

component of differential acceleration in the horizontal plane, thus only the volume

integral over the local source mass distribution is important. If Aa is measured by

observing its variation with a change in position of nearby laboratory-scale masses,

then only those nearby masses need be included in the integral. If Aa is measured

by observing its variation when changing the orientation of the entire instrument,

then the integration must extend not only over the contents of the laboratory, but

the local topography as well, with attention to inhomngeucity in composition.

In order to compare experiments with different test bodies and different sources,

it is necessary to parametrize the composition dependence of this putative interac-

tion. A common choice is to appeal to baryon number and lepton number as two

apparently conserved quantum numbers available in the "standard model" for spec-

ifying the composition charge. For ordinary matter, this choice could just as well be

framed as a linear combination of neutron number and proton number per unit mass

specified by a mixing angle 05, C(tf5) = £ ( ( # + Z) cos 0S + (N - Z) sm05),

where n is measured in amu. In terms of the conserved quantum numbers,3'

C(8s) = - (Bcos tfs + (B - 21) sin ft) • (3)

Given this form, eq. 2 involves only one undetermined variable, £, whose value

depends on the parameters A and 05,
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Thus by combining the experimental observable Aa, the horizontal compo-

nent of Aa, with a model-dependent characterization of the hypothesized interac-

tion, experimental limits on (or estimates of) £ (0s, A) may be inferred. For tlte case

of laboratory-scale masses of characteristic linear size less than one meter, then

Y and £ are independent of A for A ;» 1 ni. On the other hand, for sources of

geophysical scale with linear size much larger than A, Y is proportional to A, and

consequently the product A£(0s) is experimentally determined.

I I . Historical Context

First in print was the elegant "floating ball" experiment of Peter Thiebergrr6'

which, although not a torsion balance experiment, ran be used to infer values of

(or limits on) A£ through an expression similar to eq. 4. Thieberger's apparatus,

located at the New Jersey Palisades, detected a sizeable effect. For 0s = 0 (coupling

solely to B/fi), the inferred product A£ was 1.2 ± 0.4 meters.

Subsequently, the Eot-Wash group at the University of Washington completed

observations with a very sensitive torsion balance apparatus and published two

papers7'8' whose combination placed upper limits on ((0s, A) sufficiently low to

be in serious conflict with the Palisades' result for all relevant values of A and

of 0j except near JT/2; that, is, approximately for pure B — 2L (nuclear isospin)

coupling. The reason for this exception has to do with the inevitability of zeros in

the function C,(0j). As the Eot-Wash group pointed out*', isoscalar nuclidea such

as silicon and oxygen are dominant components of crustal matter; consequently,

(B — 2L)ffi < B/ft for such material, and C,(0s) will necessarily vanish for 0s very

close to x/2. Then by eq. 4, limits on ( will be markedly less stringent for 0s
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around n/2. However, the source strength for the Palisades experiment would also

be weak for 0$ = JT/2, so B — 2L would not seem a compelling candidate to explain

the effect seen by Thieberger.

The results of the first Index experiment9' — carried out by another Uni-

versity of Washington group at the base of a large granite cliff near Mt. Index in

the northern Cascade range — were then published in September 1987. They rep-

resented an order-of-magnitude increase in sensitivity over previous work, and like

the Palisades experiment, suggested a marginally significant effect (3.5<r) consistent

with an interaction asymmetry between the source mass and two halves of the Be-Al

composition dipole that formed the heart of the detector. However, this "signal"

was 50 times smaller than that from the Palisades experiment and well below the

upper limits just established by the Eot-Wash group.

There were no obvious difficulties with the execution or interpretation of any

of these experiments (nor have any come to light since then); therefore, taking them

all at face value required some attention be given to reconciling them. At least two

conditions must be satisfied for compatibility: first, the tracks in the £,0$ plane

traced by the "signals" detected in the Palisades and Index experiments must inter-

sect (have common values of f and 0j); and second, this intersection must lie below

the upper-limit track established by the Eot-Wash group. Boynton et al." showed

that the singularity in C,(0j) is not constrained to 0S = */2 by isoscalar matter,

but lies at slightly but significantly different values of $$ for experiments conducted

at different sites and thus characterized by different rock compositions. The chem-

ical compositions of the solid rock sources presented by the cliffs at the Palisades
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and at Index have been well-studied and are known with sufficient precision to lift

the apparent Bs = n/2 "degeneracy", and to reveal clearly the intersection of the

Palisades and Index experiments in the £, <9S plane near n}2 (cf. Figure 3 in ref.

9). Of course, such an intersection is formally inevitable, and implies no necessary

indication of the reality of this particular coupling.

A second point raised by Boynton et al. was that (B - 2L)/n is typically

small and positive for geologically abundant materials, requiring C. vanish for some

9s greater than ir/2. Out because of its hydrogen content, water is an important

exception. If a roiiiposition-dcprit<font force coupling to B — 2L were to exist,

H2O would be a source one to two orders of magnitude stronger than typical rock

materials (per unit mass), and would couple with the opposite sign. Thus, the more

water present in a permeable geological source (soil rather than solid rock) the

smaller the value of 0s at which the composition charge vanishes. For the glacial till

material forming the Eot-Wash hillside source and containing 5% to 10% water, the

source charge vanishes at nearly the same value of 9$ as the intersection of the Index

and Palisades experiments. Thus this intersection is not excluded by the upper limit

established by the Eot-Wash null result, and all experimental evidence to that time

could be reconciled by appealing to the possibility of previously unrecognized force

coupling to B — 1L.

This was hardly a compelling indication of new physics, but it clearly defined

the next logical step: that a single experiment with improved sensitivity and with

a zero in C, significantly removed from the intersection of the Palisades and Index

experiments, could invalidate this tentative hypothesis of 5 - 21 coupling.
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Boynton et al., went on to suggest that water, or lead, would make an improved

source for a test of B — 2L coupling. The first choice can be made by locating the

experiment at the edge of a deep lake. A lead source can be realized only on a

laboratory scale, but its density and its composition, (B - 2L)/n = .21 (twenty

times larger than for typical rock) make it an important alternative. The Index

collaboration decided to stay with its well-studied granite mountain source, but to

choose a more favorable combination of detector mass compositions. Copper and

polyethylene provide a factor of three enhancement in A(Z? — 2L)fn compared to

the Al-Be detector used in Index I.

The C11-CH2 composition-dipole detector design used in the Index II experi-

ment suffered from a subtle but fatal hydrodynamic effect described in some detail

by Ooynton and Peters10'. In the meantime, a number of experiments successfully

employed laboratory-scale lead masses to reject convincingly the B — 2L coupling at

the level suggested by the intersection of the Palisades and Index experiments. The

most stringent of these, set by the U.C. Irvine group,11' poses a 2a upper limit of

£ < 1.8 x 10~* (A independent), which is roughly an order of magnitude lower than

even the intersection value for A = 1000 m, £ « 10~3. For the Index experiment,

detailed study of the topography and geology out to a radius of 20 km reveals that

the inferred value of { is a minimum for A between 2 and 3 km, and is roughly a

factor of 4 smaller than at A = 100m12>.

Several issues remain unresolved. The Palisades experiment does not appear

to have measured a universal effect; that is, a number of apparently similar subse-

quent experiments conducted with higher sensitivity have failed to corroborate the
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detection of a "signal** characterized by A£ ~ 1 meter. Even so, despite consider-

able effort no standard physical mechanism has been uncovered to account for the

Palisades anomaly. In this regard, it would be very useful to have more data and

additional diagnostics from this experiment.

Another open issue is the Index I experiment considered separately from the

Palisades experiment. The Index I "detection," if assumed to arise from a cou-

pling approximately to B — 2L and with X > 1 km, has not been ruled out by

other experiments despite recent speculations13'. In this connection, we report here

the results of the Index III cxpcrin«"*.t, in which another significant reduction in

statistical niul systematic uncertainties has enabled us to set new lower limits on

£(0j) that reject the Index I marginal detection hypothesis for all relevant ffs and

A. Even so, in carrying out the Index HI experiment at exactly the same site and

using apparatus and techniques nearly identical to Index I except' for sensitivity, we

have uncovered no clues to the source of the "signal" detected in Index I.

HI Experimental Method and Results

The Index III experiment has been a collaborative effort involving Sam Aronson

(Brookhaven National Laboratory), Philip Ekstrom and David Crosby (Northwest

Marine Technology), and Paul Boynton, Ariane Eberhardt, Eric Lindahl, Philip

Peters, and Mark Wensman (University of Washington). For the most part we

employed the same hardware and techniques as in the Index I effort.

In this work, as in the previous Index experiments, the primary observable is

the torsional oscillation period of a composition dipole suspended from a tungsten

wire. If a composition-dependent force were present, the dipole oscillation period
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would depend on the relative orientation between the dipole equilibrium orientation,

specified by the unit dipole moment p and the direction n to the source mass

center located within the adjacent granite cliff. This orientation dependence is

simply n • p, and is 90° out of phase with the torque on the dipole arising from the

composition-dependent part of the total interaction. The amplitude of this cos 6

dependence of the torsional period (or frequency) is proportional to the magnitude

of the maximum torque, which in turn is proportional to the horizontal component

of Aa in eq. 2. For a "geophysical" source mass, n is defined by an integration over

the local topography using a Yukawa representation of the force law, and for the

Index experiments specifically, n is calculated to be nominally perpendicular to the

cliff face for A < 3 km.

The basic torsion pendulum design and operation have been discussed by Doyn-

ton et al. 9 ' , and other publications dwell on design and methodology issues related

to expected statistical noise 14> and to the diagnosis and reduction of systematic

effects19'. The principle differences between Index I and Index III are few.

1. We employed a composition dipole with the same basic ring geometry used

in Index I, but hermetically sealed in a thin-walled (0.1mm) copper container con-

structed according to principles revealed by the Index II study 10). A color photo

of this unit was published in Physics Today 1<}.

2. The 72-gram mass of this ring required the tungsten torsion wire diameter

to be increased from 10 /* to 20 p, with a consequent 30% reduction in the torsional

period to about 700 sec. The toraon wire assembly selected for the Index III

experiment exhibited significantly lower noise in oscillation period than typical of
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our experience.

3. A major improvement in measurement precision resulted from active tem-

perature control of the thick-walled copper chamber enclosing the torsion pendulum.

In this way the temperature at the torsion fiber support point was constrained to

drift at a rate less than IO~3C per hour, roughly a ten-fold reduction compared to

Index I.

4. A statistically more efficient data analysis technique provided some reduction

in statistical noise, but without significant alteration of estimated parameters when

compared to the previous technique.

5. The timing resolution of the electronic system used to measure the pendulum

period was increased from 10~3 sec. to 10~* sec. to take full advantage of the

reduction of the noise pendulum period measurements.

6. Precision in the location of the lead masses used to study the effects of

gravity gradients on the pendulum motion was significantly improved by a specially

constructed rotating table designed for symmetrical interchange of these 250 1b.

units.

7. The residual magnetic field of the Earth was reduced to less than 0.5 mgauss

over the volume containing the pendulum ring, a factor of two improvement over

Index I.

8. The integral of the putative composition-dependent force per unit masa over

the Index site topography has been extended l 2 ) to be able to evaluate Y (R, A)

out to A = 10 km.

As a result of some of these modifications, the rms statistical fluctuations in
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our principal observable, the torsional oscillation period, was reduced by an order

of magnitude below the Index I value for a comparable averaging interval, and

enabled us to make corresponding gains in the diagnosis and reduction of identified

systematic effects.

The analysis of the Index HI experiment is based on 36 days' worth of data

accumulated in the period August - October 1989. Two-thirds of the data were

taken with the copper-polyethlene composition dipole pendulum in place. The rest

were taken with a homogeneous aluminum pendulum ring whose plane was tilted

by 20 mrad relative to the horizon. The tilted-pendulum data were used to study

the qtiadrupole mass-moment coupling of gravity gradients as described below in

Section IV.

Each day's data consists of ten runs, with a different pendulum orientation in

each run. A run begins by rotating the pendulum through 45* to a new orientation

in such a way as to give it an initial oscillation amplitude of about 30 degrees and

then observing its oscillation period over the course of about an hour, while six

cycles are completed. The amplitude is about 20 degrees at the end of a run. The

data are characterized by the following variables:

• Orientation of the lead masses — The two lead nutsaes mentioned earlier can

be configured either largely to cancel the local gravity gradients produced by

the cliff, or to augment the local gradients. Some data were taken without the

lead masses and some were taken with both masses on the same side of the

pendulum to study its octupole moment coupling to gravity gradients.

• Sign of the Helmholtz coil current — The coil was energized to cancel the field,
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to add to the field, or was not energized.

• Pendulum/Housing Orientation — To detect any effects that depend on the

relative orientation between the pendulum and the rest of the apparatus, such

as electrostatic torques, data were taken in two orientations separated by 180

degrees. These orientations are referred to as normal and reverse modes.

Nine days of data were taken with the copper-polyethlenc pendulum in the

configuration in which the gravity gradient and earth's field were cancelled and in

both the normal and reverse modes. This is the "search" data set. Data in other

configurations or with the tilted homogeneous pendulum were used to evaluate

systematic effects.

Each run (typically 11 zero-crossings of the pendulum) was analyzed to find the

pendu" lm frequency at a particular pendulum equilibrium orientation, 6, relative

to the cliff. The analysis fitted the crossing times of the last 8 zero-crossings to a

damped oscillator function plus a quadratic function of time,

F(t) =i i4e-""ain(w( + 0) + B + Ct + Dt1. (5)

The polynomial in time allows for a drift of the equilibrium position of the pen-

dulum. The frequency w is allowed to have an amplitude dependence, which is

determined in the fitting process, w = w8 + u'(Ae~yt - Ao). The frequency u0 de-

termined by the fitting procedure is then the frequency at a preselected "standard"

amplitude A,.

Although estimates of A, 7, w,,u/, 0, B, C, and D are all obtained from the fit,

we concentrate here only on the principal observable, w,. A single run waa found

to determine the frequency to a fractional precision of (du;,/u>,)rm, = 2 x 10~7.
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This noise performance can be compared to the thermodynamic noise limit for

a determination of the frequency over an interval At corresponding to nc zero-

crossings H \

kT
(6)

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, K is the torsion constant, Q is

the quality factor of the pendulum, and A is the amplitude of oscillation. Evaluated

for the present instrument when observed for 8 zero-crossings, this expression yields

an expected rms fractional fluctuation of 1.5 x 10~T, suggesting that the observed

performance is close to the thermal noise limit. Upon unfolding thermal and non-

thermal effects by quadrature, one concludes that thermal and other noise sources

are comparable in magnitude.

We now consider how well the instrument performed over the nine days dur-

ing which the "search" data set was accumulated. Given the measured single-run

performance, the nine-day set (about 90 runs) should yield a fractional rms uncer-

tainty of ~ 3 x 10~*. In fact, the precision calculated from the scatter in the data

is 1.4 x 10~T. The preliminary interpretation of these results is that although the

pendulum is close to being thermal-noise limited when undisturbed, this perfor-

mance is significantly diminished by noise introduced in the process of changing the

pendulum's orientation. This added noise component is roughly six times the ex-

pected thermal noise. It is clear that reducing the run-to-run noise component has

the potential of greatly improving the future performance of this torsion pendulum

experiment.
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IV Systematic Effects

The synergistic relationship mentioned in Section III that connects improved

noise performance with tighter limits on various "incidental" effects that mimic a

composition-dependent interaction between detector and source mass, is crucial to

achieving ever-increasing levels of sensitivity in the conduct of these experiments.

There are two signatures of the presence of a composition-dependent interaction

in our experiment: first, the simple cos(0 + ^) variation with dipole orientation

(which is incremented each hour by rotating the entire instrument through A0

= 45*); and second, that <j> is nominally zero or rr depending on the sign of the

interaction. The orientation of;) remains fixed in the instrument frame throughout

the experiment, but for Index III this orientation was not determined until the data

analysis was completed. This was accomplished by X-ray imaging the interior of

the sealed, rotationally symmetric metallic container of the copper and polyethylene

halves of the composition dipole.

Because the experiment was carried out blind to the orientation of p, the only

available signature of a composition-dependent interaction was a cos(0 + 4>) vari-

ation of torsional frequency or period, with ^ arbitrary. Such a signature can in

principle be mimicked by many physical mechansisms: instrument tilt, tempera-

ture gradients, various magnetic effects, electrostatic torques, and gravity gradients

coupling to the first few mass moments of the composition dipcJe. In each case

we use the general diagnostic technique of performing special measurements with

each of these physical mechanisms strongly exaggerated. In this way we can learn

that the effect is negligible and set stringent upper limits, learn how to modify the
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instrument to further reduce the effect and to render it negligible, or measure the

effect with sufficient precision to correct for it in the data analysis procedure. For the

Index IH experiment, the process of instrument test, modification and verification

to achieve the performance described here began in December 1988 and required

98 days of data, recorded largely as described in the previous section. Following

methods discussed in more detail elsewhere 15), we have established the following

systematic "error" budget for the Index HI experiment:

Effect with cos0 signature Limits on the fractional variation

in torsional period.

Instrument tilt < 2 x 10~*

Temperature gradients < 2 x 10~*

Permanent magnetic dipole < 10~8

Magnetic susceptibility < 4 x 10~*

Octupole mass moment < 4 x 10~*

The important systematic effect in this experiment is the quadrupole mass-

moment coupling to ambient gravity gradients. This interaction can be measured

to high precision by producing an unknown, but repeatable change in the gradients

through the two locally positioned lead masses and a second pendulum ring of

uniform composition but relatively large and unknown (but fixed) quadnipole mass

moment. Using this technique151 we were able to identify a cos(0 + 4) gravity

gradient effect of amplitude ~ 5x 10~T in the fractional period variation, which when

subtracted from the observed total variation, leaves a residual non-gravitational

component of magnitude (2.2 ± 1.9) x 10~T, where the quadrature sum of systematic

"error" limits has been added in quadrature to the nzu statistical error and includes
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the quadrupole subtraction uncertainty.

V Discussion

After examining the X-ray photos of the pendulum ring to determine the ori-

entation of copper and polyethylene in the instrument coordinate frame, we know

that 4> = -45°, with p pointing from the CH2 half to the Cu half of the dipole.

Thus the orientation 0 = 0 corresponds to the CHj half of the dipole being adjacent

to the cliff face. Given this orientation and the residual amplitude of the cos (9 + 4>)

fractional frequency variation, (2.2 ± 1.9) x 10~T, we can define the following 2<7

limits on £ for three distinct choices of coupling, B/mu, (B — L)/ft and {B — 2L)(p :

-3.2 x 10"5 < (B < 1.2 x 1(T4

-2.6 x 10~« < £ B - L < 9.8 x 10"'

-4.3 x 10~5 < £B-7L < 1.8 x 10~«

These limits are from the Index III experiment with A = 100m. At A = 3000 m all

these values are reduced by a factor of 0.25.

For reasons discussed in Section II, our interest is focussed primarily on the

B-2L coupling case for ( > 0. The Index 12a lower limit on (a-tl for the marginal

"signal" was +3.3 x 10~4 at A = 100m. The rtnge-independcnt results from recent

laboratory-scale lead mass sources have provided the most stringent upper limits

on B -2L coupling for ( > 0:

ZB-IL < 4.6 x 10~* Eot-Washl7>

{s_2i < 2.3 x 10-4 Cowsik et d.M>

ia-21. < 1-8 x 10~* Irvine"*

These all rule out the Palisades-Index I intersection, but not the Index I detection
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alone for A > 1 km. For example, at A = 3 km the Index I 2a lower limit is

8.3 x 10~s. However, the Index III 2a upper limit is down to 4.5 x 10"5 at A = 3

km. This new limit conflicts not only with the Palisades intersection but with the

Index I result as well, for all accessible ranges and nil relevant values of 9r>.

The Index III experiment gives no indication of n composition-dependent force.

Within the context of the model-dependent interpretation employed, this experi-

ment sets the most stringent limits yet on { for 45° < fis < 90° (D - L to U - 2L),

and for 200m< A <10 kin. In a sense it is complementary to the recent work of

Heckel et al. 13' whose limits are currently the most stringent for 0" < fir, < 45°.

'I'll'* Index III experiment, is the flint, to cull into <|iicstion the Index I innrginnlly

positive detection for ttiYieteviint vnlues A IIIKI tVf,. lite order of magnitude ledncUoli

in statistical noise level between Index 1 and Index 111 made it. possible to set

correspondingly tighter limits on known sources of systematic elfects. However,

no special measures were mjuired to achieve these tighter limits; we simply found

that the same assembly and testing procedures established these lower bounds on

systematic effects when examined with improved noise performance. Consequently,

we achieved no insight into possible reasons why Index I might have yielded a signal.

Our response to this dilemma is to construct a still more sensitive instrument which

we will use to repeat both the At-Be and C11-CH2 experiment at the Index site and

at the Palisades site.
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